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Funky electronic, literate song lyrics, spirtual music made to free music from corporate bondage and to

free music from cookie cutter styles, music notes from a singer, poet, writer, and one-man virtual band,

with top notch artists lyrics. 8 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B: Funk, ELECTRONIC: Funk Details: I am a

teacher, and I am funky. When it comes to funk, I am no flunky! I am an elementary school teacher in

southwest Michigan. I have been trained in music for many years, but feel that I have only recently found

my voice as a writer of song lyrics and singer of music notes. This has been a long time coming. I always

encourage my students to dream big, make plans, and work hard to bring them to reality. If you were to

have time to listen to only one of my songs, then let it be "Steps" (#2), which successfully blends a sonic

low end with lyrics that enhance a vocal and conceptual high end. Try it, betcha like it! Email me for some

free music of songs not on my Cd. I will soon be appearing on Amazon with several free music

downloads, and more on iTunes and other music dowloads sites, if you want to download music to buy

single songs. I have followed my own advice, dreamed big, and worked hard. I have let it all hang out and

tried to find the juncture where spirit, skills and smarts come together to make some serious ear-candy. If

you find that you get into what I have done, please spread the word. The internet can be a powerful

equalizer for independent artists, who have no publicity machine. I believe my artists lyrics alone stand

way out. Combined with my music notes and beats, you will get a treat! If you become infected by the

spirit of my music, spread the word. You have the opportunity to be part of a small revolution. Be the first

on your block to, as I have subtitled my CD, ( Enter The Funkyelectric )!
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